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COMMUNITY CONCERNS
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OUR STUDY





PURPOSE

document community concerns

analyze pollutant levels

recommend next steps

OUR STUDY



COMPONENTS

- environmental justice framing
- literature review: water, air, soil
- survey
- interviews
- recent efforts by RAAP
- pilot studies by VT faculty
- recommendations

OUR STUDY



ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE

john odorski



equitable distribution of risks + benefits 

fair, meaningful participation in decision-making

capability to function and flourish in society

ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE



community experiences, concerns, knowledge

citizen participation and problem-solving

ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE



meghan johnson

WATER, AIR, SOIL 
LITERATURE REVIEW



WATER & SOIL

polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs)

perchlorate

solid waste management units (SWMUs)



POLYCHLORINATED BIPHENYLS (PCBs)

New River listed 
as impaired 
watershed 
since 2002

affects fish 
consumption

WATER & SOIL





PERCHLORATE (ClO₄−)

used in explosives

exposure increases risk of hypothyroidism

found to be below levels of concern

WATER & SOIL





SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT UNITS (SWMUs)

detected contaminants, monitored due to health 
concerns:

- trichloroethylene/TCE (known carcinogen)
- cobalt
- barium
- perchlorate

WATER & SOIL



AIR

DRONE STUDY: Aurell et al, Atmospheric Environment (2017)

levels above modeling predictions

- arsenic; 37x higher
- lead; 5x higher
- cadmium; 1.5x higher
- copper
- chloromethane (VOC)



nicholas mahler

SURVEY RESULTS



emailed to:

- Pulaski County school employees
- Pulaski County employees
- Montgomery County employees
- Arsenal employees
- Arsenal community meeting registrants

posted to 2 citizens’ facebook groups

SURVEY DISTRIBUTION



451 total
respondents

SURVEY DEMOGRAPHICS







household 
member 
works for 
RAAP? yes

household 
member 
works for 
RAAP? no

DO YOU HAVE ANY CONCERNS RELATED TO THE RAAP?



SURVEY

“what is your primary concern related to the arsenal?”

- 69% pollution, contamination, environment
- 19% employee safety
- 15% community health
- 9% explosives/explosions
- 8% possible target of attack
- 6% “safety”
- 5% secrecy, lack of transparency/accountability



SURVEY

most frequently selected concerns from given options



“what else would you like us to know 
about your opinions or concerns regarding 
environmental factors and human health?”

- 22/57 additional concerns

- private industry pollution (5)
- opioid crisis; debris; recycling (3 each)

- 22/57 defended arsenal

- 11/57 reiterated concerns
SURVEY



emma ruby

INTERVIEWS



interviewee 
residence
by zip code

INTERVIEWS

13 total interviews



POSITIVE IMPACT

- provides jobs

- strengthens US armed forces

INTERVIEWS



“my priority has always been the security 
of the nation, and to me the arsenal is 
right at the top of critical assets for 
the Department of Defense.”

INTERVIEWS



NEGATIVE IMPACT

- could make area a target

- effects on water, air, soil

- toxins could be endangering health

- presence is disturbing; causes anxiety

INTERVIEWS



“one of the first awarenesses was the 
time i was in bed and my wife and i were 
awoken by a large explosion. i mean, large! 
like a big pink mushroom cloud coming up 
from the arsenal. the mixing room blew up.”

INTERVIEWS



“who knows how long those nasty 
plumes last or how far they go.”

INTERVIEWS



COMMUNITY RELATIONS

- recent improvements in 
transparency + communication

SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENTS

- regularly provide data on air, 
water, + soil monitoring

INTERVIEWS



“i like to see the changes they are making. 
i have just been disturbed by the lack of transparency 
of the scientific information. the fact that they have 
been there for 75 years and there has been no 
movement towards any type of passive air monitoring 
outside the facility or at the facility… 
they have scientists to do it...and share the results 
with community, and yet none of it has been done.”

INTERVIEWS



RECENT RAAP EFFORTS

allyson dixon
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2018





JUNE 2018 OPEN HOUSE



VIRGINIA TECH PILOT STUDIES

quynh nguyen



Marr, L., Prussin A., Buttling, L., & Pan, J. 
23 Oct 2018

Preliminary Results from 
Pilot Study of Metals and Volatile 

Organic Compounds in Air Around RAAP



AIR MONITORING 
SAMPLING SITES 
AROUND RAAP



max. observed airborne conc. of benzene; toluene; ethylbenzene; meta- and para-xylene; ortho-xylene

max. observed airborne conc. of arsenic; cadmium; cobalt; copper; nickel; lead



Heavy Metals Soils 
Data From Christiansburg 

and Blacksburg Relative to RAAP

Thompson, C.
2018



PROPOSED SOIL 
COLLECTION 
SITES



LEAD IN SOIL



ARSENIC IN SOIL



HEAVY METALS IN (COW) BLOOD

BIOINDICATOR

lead

- 2 of 15 Kentland Farm cows had detectable levels
- ~2 µg/dL lower than level of concern



RECOMMENDATIONS

tyneshia griffin



FROM THE INTERVIEWS

ongoing monitoring of contaminants in air and water

detecting lead and nitrates with bio-indicators

making results readily available to the public



limitations

- little recent public data 
about nearby well water

- no data about municipal 
water downstream

- thyroid cancer data at 
county level only                                                                                           

FROM THE LITERATURE REVIEW
private well (VDH)

http://www.vdh.virginia.gov/environmental-health/onsite-sewage-water-services-updated/organizations/private-well-water-information/


community feedback

- what would the community like to see next? 

systematic study of well water

study of disease incidence below county level 

POTENTIAL NEXT STEPS



INCREASE AND MAINTAIN TRANSPARENCY 

accessible and current scientific data

- nitrate and PCB releases
- annual groundwater reports for HWMUs

public safety

- advance notice of noise/vibrations (alert system)

POTENTIAL NEXT STEPS



QUESTION FORM

tinyurl.com/RAAPquestions


